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Abstract

Nanostructured amorphous films exhibit complex thermodynamic and kinetic behavior. To understand the structure and properties of nanostruc-
tured amorphous films in silicon based ceramics (Si3N4, SiC, Si) and in SrTiO3 ceramics, we have focused on experimental studies to determine
the interband electronic structure and optical properties. We use vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy for bulk materials, and valence electron energy
loss spectroscopy (VEELS) in either transmission mode in the transmission electron microscope for interfacial films, and are developing VEELS in
reflection mode for surficial films. These experimental data are quantitatively analyzed using Kramers–Kronig analysis to determine the complex
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ptical properties of the constituent materials. This interband electronic structure information is the fundamental input to determine from Lifshitz
heory the London dispersion interaction in these low-dimensional systems. We present interband transition strengths of AlPO4, SiO2 and rare-earth
oped MgSiON glasses, and also of SiC and SrTiO3 and their grain boundaries. We use a new multilayer approach to produce graded interface
odels for the London dispersion interaction in complex nanostructured interfacial and surficial films.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Nanostructured amorphous films, such as the intergranular
lassy films seen in Si3N4 ceramics, exhibit complex thermo-
ynamic and kinetic behavior. These complex phases can arise
t interfaces between two materials or at surfaces between one
hase and a gas phase. Due to their nanometer scale and close
roximity to other materials, their properties are not fully deter-
ined by bulk thermodynamics or kinetics, but are also a result

f their composition and internal structure, and the composition
nd structure of the adjacent phases.

Understanding the structure and properties of nanostructured
morphous films in silicon based ceramics (Si3N4, SiC, Si) and
n SrTiO3 ceramics at both interfaces and surfaces has been
he focus of the Nanostructured Amorphous Films (NanoAM)
roject which has been funded by both the National Science
oundation of the United States of America (NSF Award DMR-
010062), and Cordis of the European Union Commission

∗ Corresponding author.

(Contract G5RD-CT-2001-00586). This work has drawn upon
a multidisciplinary team of scientists, both experimentalists and
theorists, focused on a common set of materials and samples,
with the goal of advancing our understanding and ability to con-
trol the unique structure and properties of these low-dimensional
systems.

In our work we have focused on experimental studies to deter-
mine the interband electronic structure and optical properties
of the films and substrate materials, using vacuum ultravio-
let (VUV) spectroscopy [1], and valence electron energy loss
spectroscopy (VEELS) in either transmission mode (TEELS)
[2] in the transmission electron microscope, or in reflection
mode (REELS). This interband electronic structure information
is the fundamental input to determine from first principles one
of the important thermodynamic interaction energies in these
low-dimensional systems, the London dispersion interaction, a
component of the van der Waals interaction.

We have made substantial progress in the development of
experimental methods, determined quantitative optical proper-
ties and interband electronic structures for these materials and
films, and made advances in our understanding and ability to
address the relevance of the London dispersion interaction in
E-mail address: roger.h.french@usa.dupont.com (R.H. French).

URL: http://www.lrsm.upenn.edu/∼frenchrh/index.htm. these systems, such as the London dispersion interaction in
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atomically structured grain boundaries, and a gradient interface
approach to calculating the London dispersion interaction for
realistic systems. In this paper we review the progress made in
experimental and analytical methods for understanding optical
properties, electronic structure, and London dispersion inter-
actions in nanostructured amorphous films at interfaces and
surfaces, and review the results developed for a number of sys-
tems, including new results on AlPO4, SiC and SiON Glasses,
and recent results on SiO2, Si3N4 and SrTiO3.

2. Methods

Three experimental methods have been used to determine the
quantitative optical properties and interband electronic structure
of bulk, interfacial and surficial materials. Due to the differ-
ences in the configurations of these three materials, different
methods are best suited to each. For example, VUV reflectance
spectroscopy is capable of determining the properties of bulk
homogenous samples of a material, and due to its inherently high
energy resolution, serves to provide the basic reference spectra
for the bulk electronic structure of materials. For nanometer scale
interfacial or intergranular materials, the use of VEELS in trans-
mission mode in the analytical transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) is best suited due to its high lateral spatial resolution. For
nanometer scale surficial films, VEELS in reflection mode is best
suited due to its high surface sensitivity.
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and/or the “Surface” ELF = −Im[1/(ε + 1)] [13] to the exper-
imentally acquired spectra, and then Kramers–Kronig analysis
is used to extract the complex dielectric function of the materials
under study.

2.1.2.1. Transmission VEELS. V-TEELS measurements [2,7]
are becoming a standard method in analytical microscopy and
in this work were performed using a Gatan parallel electron
energy-loss spectrometer attached to a VG Microscopes HB501
UX dedicated STEM [2,7,14]. In this instrument the energy res-
olution is better than 0.6 eV, measured by the full width at half
maximum of the zero-loss peak. The spatial resolution of the
measurement is determined by the electron probe size and was
well below 0.4–0.6 nm.

V-TEELS spectra are typically acquired using an energy dis-
persion of 0.1 eV/channel to record spectra up to energy-losses
higher than 90 eV. We acquire one hundred single spectra across
the internal interface of interest, spatially over sampling the
interface, using scan lengths typically between 12.5 and 40 nm.
Therefore, the spatial separation of two adjacent spectra in the
line scan is between 0.125 and 0.4 nm. This approach provides
for the determination of very local changes within the acquired
electron energy loss spectra.

2.1.2.2. Reflection VEELS. When the sample under study is a
surficial film on a substrate, VUV optical measurements are not
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.1. Experimental

.1.1. Vacuum ultraviolet reflectance spectroscopy
VUV spectroscopy has become an established technique for

lectronic structure studies of bulk materials [1,3–7]. It has the
dvantage of covering the complete energy range of the valence
nterband transitions and is not plagued by the sample charging
hat attends photoelectron spectroscopy on insulators. The VUV
pectrophotometer, whose details have been published previ-
usly [8–11], includes a laser plasma light source, a monochro-
ator, filters and a multichannel detector. The light source is not

olarized, and the incident angle of the light on the sample is
ear normal. The energy range of the instrument is from 1.7 to
4 eV, or from 700 to 28 nm, which allows us to extend beyond
he air-cutoff of 6 eV and the window-cutoff 10 eV. The reso-
ution of the instrument is 0.2 to 0.6 nm, which corresponds to
6 meV resolution at 10 eV or 200 meV resolution at 35 eV.

.1.2. Valence electron energy loss spectroscopy
Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), the second exper-

mental method, uses the electromagnetic interaction of incident
lectrons to probe the electron energy loss function (ELF),
nother form of the complex optical properties of a mate-
ial. EELS spectroscopy can be performed as a transmis-
ion (TEELS) or reflection (REELS) measurement. Spatially
esolved valence TEELS (V-TEELS) probes internal interfaces
nd films while valence REELS (V-REELS) can provide infor-
ation on surficial films. Once acquired, the experimental

nergy loss function must be analyzed taking into consideration
he relative contributions of the “Bulk” ELF = −Im[1/ε] [12]
ell-suited because both the film and the substrate are probed,
ue to the large optical probing depth in the VUV (which can
ary from 100 nm to centimeter depths). Instead V-REELS [15],
method often used in the surface science community, could

rovide better quantitative electronic structure information if the
ecessary quantitative analysis could be developed. We therefore
ave taken the first steps in this development. V-REELS data are
cquired using low-energy electrons (with primary beam ener-
ies from 200 to 1500 eV), and then the energy loss spectra are
ccumulated in the energy range from 0 to 150 eV in reflec-
ion mode. Due to the small inelastic mean free path (IMFP)
f electrons, which determines the probing depth, only the sur-
cial film will be probed if the electron energy is low enough

hat the IMFP is smaller than the thickness of the thin films.
o realize the opportunities of V-REELS in optical property and
lectronic structure studies, the experimentally acquired electron
nergy loss function must be modeled for the relative contri-
ution of bulk and surface energy loss excitations, and then
ramers–Kronig analysis of the two ELFs can be achieved.
his modeling of the V-REELS bulk and surface interactions

s a focus of our future work.

.2. Analytical procedures

.2.1. Kramers–Kronig analysis
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in materials is

overned by Maxwell’s equations and the optical properties of
olids are the fundamental materials input [16]. These optical
roperties are complex quantities in which the real and imag-
nary parts correspond to absorption and dispersion of light
n the material. The dispersion of light is the change of the
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wavelength and speed of propagating light under the influence
of the real part of the index of refraction of a material. There
are algebraic relations among the numerous optical properties,
such as the index of refraction (n̂ = n + ik), dielectric constant
(ε̂ = ε1 + iε2), optical conductivity (σ̂ = σ1 + iσ2) and inter-
band transition strength (Ĵcv = Jcv,1 + iJcv,2). In addition, the
Kramers–Kronig dispersion relations govern the relationship of
the real and imaginary components of any one optical prop-
erty. Here we use the form presented by Wooten [16] for optical
property relations, and NIST [17] for fundamental physical con-
stants.

The Kramers–Kronig dispersion relations [18–20] permit the
analysis of reflectance, or other optical, data to obtain any con-
jugate pair of complex optical properties. The experimental data
must span an infinite energy range and since, in practice, exper-
imental data are of limited range, these must be extended by
extrapolation.

2.2.1.1. Analysis of the reflectance. The measured optical
reflectance of AlPO4 is shown in Fig. 1 as measured from
a single crystal sample using VUV reflectance spectroscopy.
For the optical reflectance, R(E), and the reflected amplitude,
ρ(E) = √

R(E), the Kramers–Kronig transform for reflectance
[21] recovers the phase θ(E) of the reflected wave:

θ
2E

∫ ∞ ln{ρ(E′)} ′

H
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w
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ible region by augmentation with spectroscopic ellipsometry
data. The details of these methods are discussed in detail in the
Kramers–Kronig Analysis Appendix of our 1999 paper [22].
Once the reflected amplitude and phase have been determined,
any conjugate pair of optical properties can be computed from
the relations in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1.2. Analysis of the energy loss functions.
2.2.1.2.1. Bulk energy loss function. Kramers–Kronig

analysis of electron energy loss function measurements in the
transmission mode (TEELS) using high-energy electrons is a
well-established method [12,23–25] to determine the optical
properties of a solid over a wide energy range. Within the range
of validity of the dielectric theory [26,27], the probability that
an electron traveling in a medium of dielectric function ε(q,
E), suffering an inelastic scattering process characterized by a
momentum transfer q and an energy loss E, is determined by
the energy loss function (ELF) Im[−1/ε(q, E)]. Within the opti-
cal limit (q → 0) both the transverse and longitudinal dielectric
constant (ε(0, E)) coincide [24] so that the TEELS spectra will
approach the optical energy loss function Im[−1/ε(0, E)]. Thus,
the Kramers–Kronig analysis enables the determination of opti-
cal properties. In the following, we denote the energy loss either
by E or by h̄ω.

As the dielectric response function is causal, a
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(E) = −
π

P
0 E′2 − E2

dE (1)

ere P denotes the Cauchy principal part of the integral, avoiding
he pole at E = E′. To perform this Kramers–Kronig transform,
e use Fast Fourier Transforms to expedite the integrations and

lso combine the low-energy data extrapolation through the vis-

ig. 1. Reflectance of crystalline AlPO4 (black line) compared with crys-
alline SiO2 (grey line) as measured using VUV spectroscopy. In addition the
eflectance of crystalline AlPO4 as calculated from spectroscopic ellipsometry
elow 8 eV is shown as the wide grey line.
ramers–Kronig transformation can be used to derive the
unction Re[1/ε(ω)] from Im[−1/ε(ω)]:

e

[
1

ε(ω)

]
− 1 = − 2

π
P

∫ ∞

0
Im

[
− 1

ε(ω′)

]
ω′ dω′

ω′2 − ω2
(2)

m

[
− 1

ε(ω)

]
= ω

2

π
P

∫ ∞

0

Re
[

1
ε(ω′)

]
− 1

ω′2 − ω2
dω′ (3)

n Eqs. (2) and (3), the factor ω′/(ω′2 − ω2) acts as a “weighting
unction”, giving prominence to energy losses h̄ω′ which lie
lose to h̄ω.

Im[−1/ε] is given an absolute scale by use of a
ramers–Kronig sum rule, the index sum rule, obtained by set-

ing ω = 0 in Eq. (2):

− Re

[
1

ε(0)

]
= 2

π

∫
Im

[
− 1

ε(ω)

]
dω

ω

= 2

π

∫
[scale factor × data]

dω

ω
(4)

ince Re[1/ε(0)] = ε1/(ε2
1 + ε2

2), the left-hand side of Eq. (4)
an be taken as unity for a metal, where both ε1 and ε2 become
ery large at ω → 0. In case of an insulator, ε2 is small for small

and Re[1/ε(0)] ∼= 1/ε1(0), where ε1(0) is the square of the
efractive index for visible light.

2.2.1.2.2. Surface energy loss function. The surficial opti-
al properties and interband electronic structure and proper-
ies of the surficial films could be determined from REELS if
ne could quantitatively analyze the experimentally acquired
nergy loss function to determine how much the surface ELF
nd the bulk ELF each contribute to the V-REELS spectrum.
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The first problem one encounters in this endeavor is that the
Kramers–Kronig transform of a pure surface energy loss func-
tion has not been previously reported.

We have developed the Kramers–Kronig dispersion relation-
ship for the pure surface energy loss function to derive the real
part of [1/(ε(ω) + 1)] and then the complex dielectric function
ε(ω) [13]. The new Kramers–Kronig dispersion relationship is
directly applicable to very low-energy REELS spectra, based on
the assumption that one can derive a pure surface energy loss
function from experimental REELS spectra at very low energy,
a task that we are also currently pursuing. We then would use
Kramers–Kronig analysis upon this surface energy loss func-
tion to derive the conjugate part of the surface loss function and
subsequently, the complex dielectric functions and optical con-
stants. This represents an approach to determine the electronic
structure and physical properties of surficial films from REELS
spectra using the new surface Kramers–Kronig transform. A
main assumption is that the pure surface energy loss function
could be separated from the bulk one in the experimental V-
REELS spectrum. The result would be a good approximation
of the dielectric function of a surficial film whose thickness is
less than the inelastic mean free path (IMPF) of the electrons in
REELS.

The Kramers–Kronig dispersion relationship for the trans-
formation of surface energy loss function is expressed in the
following equations:

R
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T
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2
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E

ε

We typically render the optical response in terms of the com-
plex quantity, the interband transition strength, Jcv(E), which is
related to ε(ω) by

Jcv = Jcv1 + iJcv2 = m2
0

e2h̄2

E2

8π2 (ε2(E) + iε1(E)) (10)

where m0 is the electron mass, e its charge and E is the energy.
Jcv(E) is proportional to the interband transition probability and
has units of g cm−3. For computational convenience we take
the prefactor m2

0e
−2h̄−2 in Eq. (10), whose value in cgs-units is

8.289 × 10−6 g cm−3 eV−2, as unity. Therefore, the units of the
Jcv(E) spectra are (eV2). Jcv1 (the real part of Jcv) corresponds
to the joint densities of states and Jcv is proportional to E2ε*,
where ε* is the complex conjugate of ε [1]. The interband tran-
sition strength of AlPO4 and, for comparison, crystalline SiO2
(Quartz) as determined from Kramers–Kronig analysis of VUV
reflectance are shown in Fig. 2. The similarities and differences
in the interatomic bond energies in these two materials will be
discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

With Kramers–Kronig analysis of the surface energy loss
function, the determination of the complex dielectric func-
tion ε(ω) is easily obtained from Re[−1/(1 + ε(ω))] and
Im[−1/(1 + ε(ω))] as follows:

ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω) (11)
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dω′ (6)

he input surface energy loss function is given an absolute
caling according to the following index sum rule, which is com-
arable to the bulk index sum rule in Eq. (4). The surface index
um rule is

1

2
− Re

[
1

ε(0) + 1

]
= 2

π

∫
Im

[
− 1

ε(ω) + 1

]
dω

ω

= 2

π

∫
[scale factor × data]

dω

ω
(7)

.2.2. Optical property relations
Once a conjugate pair of optical properties have been deter-

ined, such as the reflectance and the reflected phase, then the
omplex index of refraction, for example, is obtained by solving
q. (8) and the dielectric function is obtained by Eq. (9):

n − 1 + ik

n + 1 + ik
= ρ(E) eiθ(E) (8)

1 + iε2 = (n + ik)2 (9)
1(ω) + 1 =
−Re

[
− 1

1+ε(ω)

]
{

Re
[
− 1

1+ε(ω)

]}2 +
{

Im
[
− 1

1+ε(ω)

]}2 (12)

2(ω) + 1 =
Im

[
− 1

1+ε(ω)

]
{

Re
[
− 1

1+ε(ω)

]}2 +
{

Im
[
− 1

1+ε(ω)

]}2 (13)

ig. 2. Real part of the interband transition strength (Re[Jcv]) of crystalline
lPO4 (black line) compared with crystalline SiO2 (grey line) determined from
ramers–Kronig analysis of VUV reflectance data.
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Fig. 3. Bulk electron energy loss function, −Im (1/ε), of crystalline AlPO4

(black line), showing a bulk plasmon resonance peak at 23.7 eV compared with
the surface energy loss function, −Im(1/(ε + 1)) (grey line).

The dielectric function is calculated in a similar manner when
the bulk energy loss function and its conjugate have been deter-
mined from Kramers–Kronig analysis of the VUV reflectance.
Using these relations we show the bulk and surface energy loss
functions for AlPO4 in Fig. 3. These will be discussed in Section
3.1.

With the complex optical properties of the material deter-
mined, such as its interband transition strength, we can then
use the optical sum rules on these properties to determine addi-
tional information. For example, the oscillator strength sum rule
[28,29] for the interband transition strength, neff(E):

neff(E) = 4vf

m0

∫ E

0

Jcv(E′)
E′ dE′ (14)

where vf is the volume of the formula unit, gives the number of
electrons contributing to the optical transitions up to an energy
E. The results for AlPO4 are shown in Fig. 4 with vf, the volume
of the AlPO4 crystal formula unit, taken as 77.87 Å [1]. These
results will be discussed in Section 3.1.

2.2.3. Calculation of Hamaker coefficients for the London
dispersion interaction

Once the electronic structure of the bulk, interfacial or surfi-
cial material has been determined, then the full spectral Hamaker
constant (where the thickness of the variational layer is approx-
i
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a
W
i
t
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Fig. 4. Oscillator strength, or f, sum rule for crystalline AlPO4.

among the materials. If the layer structure is more complex than
the typical three layers or if the separations are greater than a few
nanometers (where the effects of retardation can become large)
it is important to explicitly include the effects of the speed of
light and the complexity of the configuration on the dispersion
interaction, and to represent the result as the thickness dependent
Hamaker coefficient. The thickness dependent Hamaker coeffi-
cient contain more information, and can capture the effects of
both retardation and of complex (multilayer) configurations. In
the simple limit of a three-layer configuration, and with zero
thickness of the varying layer, the Hamaker coefficient reduces
to the Hamaker constant.

To calculate the London dispersion interaction and its non-
retarded Hamaker constant we utilize another Kramers–Kronig
dispersion relation to produce the London dispersion spectrum,
ε(iξ), which is an integral transform of the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant from the real frequency ω to the imaginary
frequency iξ. The London dispersion spectrum is a material’s
property and represents the retardation of the oscillators:

ε(iξ) = 1 + 2

π

∫ ∞

0

ωε2(ω)

ω2 + ξ2 dω (15)

Once the complex optical properties as a function of the real
frequency ω have been determined, the London dispersion (LD)
integral transform (Eq. (15)) must be applied to determine
t
d
a
b
o
d
W
m
c
d

mately zero) or the full spectral Hamaker coefficient (which
aries with, and is dependent on, thickness) [30] determines the
agnitude of the van der Waals attraction between two materi-

ls, and can be determined using the Lifshitz methods [31,32].
hen the interaction distances are small and the layer structure

s simple, the London dispersion interaction can be calculated in
he non-retarded limit because we can neglect the effects of the
peed of light on the transit time of the virtual photon exchange
he London dispersion spectrum. The LD transform requires
ata over an infinite frequency or energy range, therefore we
gain use analytical extension or wings to continue the data
eyond the experimental range. We choose power law wings
f the form Re[Jcv] ∝ ω−α on the low energy side of the
ata and Re[Jcv] ∝ ω−β on the high energy side of the data.
e have chosen fixed values of β = 3 and α = 3. The detailed
ethods for calculating the full spectral Hamaker constant

an be found in French’s review article [30]. Once the Lon-
on dispersion spectra of the two materials are determined,
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the Hamaker constant is calculated using integrals of spectral
differences.

2.2.3.1. Three-layer Hamaker coefficients. When two grains of
material 1 are separated from each other by one unique interven-
ing material 2, the non-retarded Hamaker constant, ANR

121, can be
calculated following Ninham and Parsegian [33,30]:

ANR
121 = −12πL2ELondon (16)

ELondon, the London dispersion free energy per unit surface area
of the layer configuration, is obtained as follows:

ELondon = h̄

4π2

∫ ∞

0
ρ dρ

∫ ∞

0
ln G(iξ) dξ (17)

GNR
121(iξ) = 1 − ∆2

12(iξ) exp(−2bρ) (18)

where G is a function of ∆, the difference of the London dis-
persion spectra on the two sides of any interface, and b is the
thickness of the central layer. Thus,∆12 for the interface between
materials 1 and 2 is

∆12(iξ) = ε2(iξ) − ε1(iξ)

ε2(iξ) − ε1(iξ)
(19)
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3.1. AlPO4

AlPO4, a rare phosphate named Berlinite, belongs to a class
of iso-structural compounds MXO4 (M= Si, Ge, Al, Ga, . . . and
X = Si, Ge, P, As, . . .) which crystallize, at ambient pressures,
in the trigonal phase (space group P3221), adopting structures
made up of MO4 and XO4 tetrahedra and share quartz’s struc-
ture as determined by a single crystal X-ray diffractometer [34].
That means quartz and AlPO4 have the same structure although
the two minerals have rather different chemistries. Quartz, SiO2,
seems to be very different from Berlinite, AlPO4. But if the for-
mula of quartz is written as SiSiO4 then the similarity is obvious.
The reason that Berlinite is able to have the same structure as
quartz is because the aluminum and phosphorus ions are of simi-
lar size to silicon ions and thus can completely replace the silicon
ions. It is SiO4 and PO4 tetrahedrons, respectively, which com-
pose the similar structural units in small dimension for SiO2
and AlPO4, and determine their electronic structures and most
of the optical characterizations [36]. Therefore, the similarity
of the optical properties between SiO2 and AlPO4, seen in the
interband transition strength spectra in Fig. 2, arises from their
similar structural units –SiO4 or PO4 tetrahedrons and same
crystal structure.

The interband transition strength spectrum for AlPO4 crystal
[35] is shown in Fig. 2 and was derived from Kramers–Kronig
analysis of the VUV reflectance spectrum of Fig. 1. Features in
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.2.3.2. Multi-layer Hamaker coefficients. A simple three-
ayer model (A123 for example) may not be sufficient to represent
he more complex situations which arise in interfacial or surficial
lms or grain boundaries. For these, a multilayer model is used,
hich allows the introduction of more realistic graded proper-

ies instead of the simplistic abrupt property changes at the two
nterfaces of a 123 model. Due to the changes in the electronic
tructure and optical properties (such as the index of refraction)
rogressing across the interface, there are changes in the Lon-
on dispersion spectra in the multilayer model as a function of
osition across the interface, and this graded optical contrast at
he interface gives rise to the London dispersion interaction of
ifshitz theory. We can change the thickness and composition of
ach individual layer in the multilayer calculation to predict the
amaker coefficient for arbitrarily complex interfaces [33a].

. Results

Here we will use AlPO4 (Section 3.1), which is structurally
omparable to SiO2, as an example of the determination of the
nterband electronic structure of a material. These results will be
ompared to SiO2 in Section 3.2. We then discuss the interband
lectronic structure for new results on SiC (Section 3.3) and
ur prior results on Si3N4 (Section 3.4) since these demonstrate
he dissimilarities among these Si containing materials. Si3N4 is
lso the reference material to consider when we discuss the new
esults on silicon oxynitride glasses (Section 3.5) which are sim-
lar to intergranular glassy films in silicon nitride ceramics. We
hen finish with recent advances (Section 3.6) we have made on
raded interface models of grain boundaries, applied to SrTiO3
nd its grain boundaries.
he interband transition strength are located at 10.4, 11.4, 14.2,
6.2, 17.3, 20.9, 22.5, 24.5, 28.0 and 30.9 eV. The interband
ransition spectra are very similar for both quartz and AlPO4; the
our main transition peaks at 10.4, 11.4, 14.2, and 17.3 eV are
ssentially identical for both AlPO4 and c-SiO2, qualitatively
greeing with other reported optical transitions for crystalline
ilica [36,37]. Except for the transition strength intensity, the
ransition peaks or shoulders at 16.2, 22.5, 24.5, and 28.0 eV are
t the same positions for both AlPO4 and quartz. Given the iso-
tructural relationship between SiO2 and AlPO4, similar units
f SiO4 and PO4 tetrahedrons, it is not surprising that the energy
ands of AlPO4 are similar to quartz [38] but with a different
and energy gap [35].

We calculated the bulk energy loss function (ELF =
Im[1/ε(ω)]) as well as the surface energy loss function

ELF = −Im[1/ε(ω) + 1]) for AlPO4 as shown in Fig. 3 using
he interband transition strength (Fig. 2), determined from
ramers–Kronig analysis of the VUV reflectance spectrum. The
ulk plasmon peak in the ELF spectrum of Fig. 3 for AlPO4
s estimated to be 23.7 eV, which is the same as amorphous
iO2 (23.7 eV), but not of crystalline SiO2 (24.6 eV and 25.2,
espectively, for X- and Z-cut Quartz). The surface plasmon
eak was expected to appear at 23.7/

√
2 = 16.4 eV, and there-

ore we identify the peak in the surface energy loss function
t 18.4 eV as arising from the surface plasmon. Therefore, the
eature peaks at 21 eV and at lower energies are attributed to
nterband transitions. The bulk or surface plasmon energies can
lso be identified by the convention of locating the second zero
rossing (or closest approach to zero if there is no zero crossing)
f the real part of the dielectric constant (ε1), where ε1 exhibits
positive slope. This zero crossing will produce a maximum in
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the energy loss function, and serves as another simple definition
of the bulk or surface plasmon energy. But even this approach
does not produce definitive results, when, as in AlPO4 there are
strong interband transitions, which can give rise to multiple zero
crossings, or multiple regions where ε1 approaches very close
to zero.

The expected value of the oscillator strength sum rule for
AlPO4 is 32 electrons per AlPO4 per formula unit, consisting of
2 Al 3s electrons, 1 Al 3p electron, 16 O 2p electrons, 8 O 2s
electrons, 2 P 3s electrons and 3 P 3p electrons. The oscillator-
strength sum rule neff for AlPO4, which was calculated from its
interband transition strength spectrum, shown in Fig. 4, indicates
that 19 electrons per formula unit participate in transitions at
energies at or below 44 eV. As discussed by Smith [39] the fact
that the sum rule at 44 eV shows 19 valence electron transitions
represents that there is additional oscillator strength which has
been spread into higher energy interband transitions.

3.2. Amorphous and crystalline silica

Differences in the amplitude of the reflectivity and the refrac-
tive index of crystalline and amorphous SiO2 [1] comes from
the variation of the Si–O–Si angle in SiO4 tetrahedron and the
orderly alignment of these tetrahedra. The quartz samples have
much higher reflectance and refractive indices than amorphous
silica predominantly due to the quartz’s higher physical density
[
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Fig. 5. Real part of the interband transition strength (Re[Jcv]) of (a) X-cut
Quartz, (b) Z-cut Quartz, and (c) a-SiO2 determined from Kramers–Kronig
analysis of VUV reflectance data.

3.4. Si3N4

We have previously studied [44] the interband transitions of
Si3N4 using both VUV spectroscopy and V-TEELS to determine
the interband transition strength of silicon nitride, and to com-
pare the two experimental methods. The electronic structure of
Si3N4 is quite different from the forms of SiO2 shown here.

F
d
r
a

40]. There are also some differences among quartz and amor-
hous samples themselves. Z-cut quartz has a higher value of
he reflectance and refraction index than X-cut quartz. The short-
ange order (SRO) of amorphous SiO2 is the same as in the 4:2
oordinated crystals. However, it is the intermediate range order
IRO) and the lack of long-range order (LRO) that distinguished
he a-SiO2 from its crystalline counterpart. The long-range order
s destroyed on transition from the periodic crystalline lattice to
he more random amorphous state. Therefore, the LRO and IRO

ake the interband transitions of crystalline SiO2 exhibit sharper
eatures than does the amorphous SiO2 counterpart (as shown
n the interband transition strength in Fig. 5 for example at the
and gap), whose LRO had been destroyed and whose valence
nd conduction bands are consequently broadened.

.3. SiC

The interband transition strength (Re[Jcv]) of 6H SiC is
hown in Fig. 6. The experimentally determined complex dielec-
ric function (Fig. 7) is compared with Ching’s [41] first princi-
les OLCAO calculation of the band structure and optical prop-
rties of 6H SiC The experimental interband transition strength
Jcv) spectrum shows features at 7.2, 7.51, 9.06, 9.2, 11.1, 16.9,
9.8 and 32.3 eV. The calculated band structure and optical prop-
rties of 6H SiC have been discussed in the literature, but clear
ransition assignments have not been reported [42]. A clear cor-
espondence can be established between all the main interband
ransition features in experiment and theory. In 3C SiC, the main
eak in the interband transitions has been assigned transitions
f the upper two valence bands to the lowest conduction band
43].
ig. 6. Interband transition strength spectrum (Re[Jcv]) of 6H SiC (black line),
erived from Kramers–Kronig analysis of VUV reflectance data. In addition the
eflectance as calculated from spectroscopic ellipsometry below 8 eV is shown
s the wide grey line.
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Fig. 7. Complex Dielectric Function of 6H SiC from VUV spectroscopy (black
line) and an ab initio LDA band structure calculation of Ching [41].

3.5. SiON glasses

In Si3N4 structural ceramics, oxynitride glass films form at
the grain interfaces, and the doping of these with Mg or Al
or rare-earth additives is used to design and control the room
temperature or high temperature mechanical properties. There-
fore, knowledge of the optical properties and Hamaker constants
involving these glasses is of importance. We have studied a
variety of SiON glasses whose properties are in some manner
intermediate between the nitride and the oxide of silicon, modi-
fied by the dopants in the glass. The composition of the YMg and
LuMg SiON glasses are listed in Table 1, where one can see that
the composition of the two YMg samples are slightly different.
These compositional changes and their effects on the interband
transitions can be seen in Fig. 8 and also in the changes in the
indices of refractions of the glasses reported in Table 1.

3.6. SrTiO3 and its grain boundaries

We have studied the electronic structure of SrTiO3 [7] using
ab initio methods and VUV spectroscopy and V-TEELS [14]. We
have also studied changes in the electronic structure and optical
properties of SrTiO3 due to non-stoichiometry from oxidation
and reduction [45]. Most recently [46] we have used V-TEELS
for �5 and near �13 grain boundaries in Fe doped SrTiO3.

Fig. 8. Interband transition strength spectrum (Re[Jcv]) of Mg contain-
ing RE–Mg–SiON glasses derived from Kramers–Kronig analysis of VUV
reflectance data. The glasses are Mg containing glasses, 9537-SiMgYON851,
9538-SiMgYON855, 9540-SiMgLuON851.

Fig. 9. Interband transition strength (Re[Jcv]) determined from transmission
valence electron energy loss spectroscopy (T-VEELS) for bulk SrTiO3, for the
�5 and the n�13 grain boundaries.

In Fig. 9 we show the interband transitions of bulk SrTiO3,
with the interband transition assignments as presented in Ref.
[7], and then the interband transitions determined in situ with
a 0.8 nm probe size in V-TEELS, in the grain boundary core.

T
C ined from analysis of the VUV reflectance, and the A121 Hamaker constant for the
S

S Sample ID Index of refraction A121 Hamaker constant (zJ)

1 SiMgYON851 1.78 4.54
1 SiMgYON855 1.71 6.50
1 SiMgLuON851 1.70 7.86

F

able 1
omposition of SiON glasses, in at.% [55], and the index of refraction determ
iON glass between two grains of Si3N4

i M Re O N

9.2 12.77 8.51 51.06 8.51
9.2 12.82 8.55 50 9.4
9.2 12.77 8.51 51.06 8.51

or comparison, the index of refraction of bulk Si3N4 is 1.97 [3].
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The substantial changes in the electronic structure of the grain
boundary core of these two grain boundaries demonstrate that
the core can be considered as a “different” interlayer material,
and we can therefore consider the Hamaker coefficient for these
atomically structured grain boundaries.

4. Discussion

4.1. Experimental approaches for bulk and interfacial and
surficial films

In the hierarchy of bulk material and interfacial and surfi-
cial materials, there have been great advances in methods to
determine the optical properties and electronic structure of bulk
materials using quantitative analysis of VUV spectroscopy [47]
and of interfacial materials such as films or grain boundaries
using quantitative analysis of V-TEELS [12]. The experimen-
tal methods have now become established and the quantitative
analysis is broadly available in readily available software such
as the Electronic Structure Tools (EST) [48].

The quantitative methods for optical properties and electronic
structure information for surficial films is, relatively speaking, in
its infancy. The use of V-REELS for surficial films and the devel-
oped bulk and interfacial methods shown here may be of aid to
the surface science community or applied to critical surficial film
problems such as the gate dielectric films in CMOS transistors.
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structures. The crystalline and amorphous forms of SiO2 exhibit
differences, for example in their index of refraction, which arise
from changes in the atomic structure due to the disruption of
long range order in the amorphous phase and a concomitant
reduction in the physical density of amorphous SiO2 relative
to Quartz. With the changes from AlPO4 to SiO2 producing
not much change in the interatomic bonding, this suggests that
the atomic structure (which is closely related for these three
phases) plays an important role, while the chemistry plays a less
important role in these systems.

Comparing SiO2 to SiC, one sees that the change of anion
from O to C and the related change in atomic structure lead to
dramatic differences in their electronic structures. It is interest-
ing to note that the electronic structure of SiC and Si3N4 are more
closely related than either is to SiO2. When we then consider
the electronic structure of RE-MgSiON glasses synthesized to
have compositions comparable to intergranular films in Si3N4,
the optical properties are comparable to Si3N4, but the index of
refraction is reduced. This reduction of the index of refraction
in the intergranular glass determines and controls the magnitude
of the attractive London dispersion interaction.

4.3. London dispersion interactions in these systems

The non-retarded Hamaker constant, ANR
121, determines the
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e are at the beginning of this surficial film topic, where we can
ow have Kramers–Kronig transforms for both the surface and
he bulk energy loss function [13], and we can acquire V-REELS
ata. But the next step is the development of analytical models
f the energy loss interactions at surfaces of bulk samples, and
ethods to simultaneously separate the bulk energy loss func-

ion and the surface energy loss function. Once this separation
an be performed, we should be able to extract quantitative opti-
al properties and electronic structure information for surficial
lms, and use the in situ V-REELS measurements to determine

he London dispersion interactions in these systems. We will
ontinue this effort, and will implement our techniques in EST
or general use.

.2. Interband transition strengths for important film
orming systems

With our focus on nanostructured amorphous films in ceramic
ystems, it is of great importance to develop a broad knowledge
f the complex optical properties and electronic structure of
aterials. It is both important to see which materials exhibit

imilar interband transitions and which are dissimilar. In addi-
ion, the effects of compositional changes, doping, and atomic
tructural changes on the interband transitions will be important
s we try to understand what appreciable effects may arise in
low-dimensional constrained film of unique composition and

tructure at an interface or a free surface.
Consider the electronic structure and interband transitions of

lPO4, SiO2 Quartz, amorphous SiO2 and RE-MgSiON glasses
s presented here. The interband transitions of AlPO4 and SiO2
re very closely related and arise from their analogous crystalline
agnitude of the London dispersion interaction between the two
djacent grains (material 1) separated by an interlayer (material
) of width L, in the non-retarded limit of small interlayer thick-
ess:

NR
121 = −6πL3FLondon = −12πL2ELondon (20)

hese dispersion interactions can be represented by the Hamaker
onstant (a constant in the non-retarded limit) or the Hamaker
oefficient (which varies with the separation distance) or by the
ondon dispersion force or energy if a separation is defined. The
amaker coefficient can be determined from the complex opti-

al properties, as presented here, or it can be determined using
arious approximations or by analysis of surface energies, or
tomic force microscope force distance relations. We have dis-
ussed these contrasting approaches to dispersion interactions
reviously [49]. The role that London dispersion interaction and
nterfacial amorphous films play in materials properties can be
een in chip resistors [50] and in Si3N4 structural ceramics [44].

.3.1. Interfacial films in silicon nitride
The Hamaker constants A121 for the configuration of two

i3N4 grains separated by an interlayer of the Re (=Lu, Y)
oped SiMgON glasses is shown in Table 1. When the change
n the A121 Hamaker constant is considered against the index
f refraction of the interlayer SiON glass it is observed that
he Hamaker constant decreases almost linearly with increasing
ndex of refraction of the intergranular film. The index of refrac-
ion for the different glasses and the corresponding Hamaker
onstants both show a clear dependence on the composition of
he glasses.
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Table 2
Hamaker coefficients of the London dispersion interaction for grain boundaries in SrTiO3 [46]

Interface Abrupt gradient Double-quadratic gradient

ANR
121(zJ) ELondon (mJ m−2) ANR

121(zJ) ELondon (mJ m−2)

SrTiO3|vac.|SrTiO3 (d0 = 0.195 nm) 243.9 169 171.2 (L = 0.9 nm) 119
SrTiO3|n�13|SrTiO3 (d0 = 0.195 nm) 105.5 73 72.5 (L = 0.9 nm) 50
SrTiO3|�5|SrTiO3 (d0 = 0.195 nm) 35.0 24 20.7 (L = 0.6 nm) 14
SiO2|vac.|SiO2 (d0 = 0.165 nm) 68.2 66 50.3 49

These Hamaker constants are comparable to prior work on
LaAlSiON glass Si3N4 determined from T-VEELS spectrum
[44]. The Hamaker constant (A121) for the configuration of
〈Si3N4|LaAl-glass|Si3N4〉 averaged at 8.3 zJ, and showed vari-
ations among different interfaces of 2.0–12.6 zJ. VUV spec-
troscopy found a Hamaker constant of 2.72 zJ which may
be lower, due to assumptions on the bulk glass composition
that corresponds to the intergranular film composition. The
Hamaker constant (A121) for the configuration of 〈Si3N4|YAl-
glass|Si3N4〉 averaged 9.3 zJ, and was close to the value of 6.5 zJ
determined from VUV spectrum of bulk samples 〈Si3N4|YMg-
glass|Si3N4〉 reported here.

4.3.2. London dispersion interactions in SrTiO3 grain
boundaries

Full spectral Hamaker constants and London dispersion ener-
gies for atomic grain boundaries in SrTiO3, shown in Table 2,
were determined based on the three-layer model and the inter-
band transition strength spectra of Fig. 9. The positive value of
ANR

121 constants reveals the existence of attractive London disper-
sion forces across the grain boundaries with the boundary core
serving as an “interfacial layer” of a unique material between
the grains. The limiting values for the Hamaker constant for dif-
fering interfacial layer properties would be a maximum for a
vacuum interlayer and zero if the interfacial layer were indistin-
guishable from the bulk. Since the optical contrast for the n�13
G
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Fig. 10. Sketch view of the single layer (a) and multilayer model (b) to determine
Hamaker constants of interfaces with graded structures.

are 169 and 119 mJ/m2 for the three-layer and the multilayer
model, respectively, if the boundary core is essentially vacuum.
These energies are appreciable and of the order of 10% of surface
energies for SrTiO3 [53,54]. The graded-interface model leads
to only a small reduction in the calculated magnitude of the
London dispersion interaction at the investigated SrTiO3 grain
boundaries.

5. Conclusions

Nanostructured amorphous films exhibit complex thermo-
dynamic and kinetic behavior. To understand the structure and
properties of nanostructured amorphous films in silicon based
ceramics (Si3N4, SiC, Si) and in SrTiO3 ceramics we have
focused on experimental studies to determine the interband elec-
tronic structure and optical properties. We use vacuum ultravio-
let spectroscopy for bulk materials, and valence electron energy
loss spectroscopy in either transmission mode in the transmis-
sion electron microscope for interfacial films, or in reflection
mode for surficial films. These experimental data are quantita-
tively analyzed using Kramers–Kronig analysis to determine the
complex optical properties of the materials. This interband elec-
tronic structure information is the fundamental input to deter-
mine from Lifshitz theory the London dispersion interaction in
these low-dimensional systems. We present interband transition
B is bigger than that of �5, its London dispersion force is
arger.

For more complex grain boundary structures the use of the
hree-layer model for the dispersion interaction is no longer suit-
ble since properties vary continuously across the grain bound-
ry core. Therefore, we used our multilayer model for calculating
ull spectral retarded Hamaker coefficients for graded interfaces.

e can more realistically model the �5 and n�13 SrTiO3 grain
oundary structures using the maximal core width perpendicular
o the boundary plane of 0.6 nm [51] and 0.9 nm [52], respec-
ively. In addition, a region adjacent to the boundary core was
hosen, in which a double quadratic gradient of the complex
ptical properties serves as a continuous transition between the
ulk and the boundary core, with a thickness of d0 = 0.195 nm,
orresponding to a Ti–O bond length in SrTiO3. The local prop-
rties were scaled on the basis of a double-quadratic function
s shown in Fig. 10. Resulting Hamaker coefficient and Lon-
on dispersion interaction energies for the given core thickness
re shown in Table 2. London dispersion interaction energies
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strengths of AlPO4, SiO2 and rare-earth doped MgSiON glasses,
and also of SiC and SrTiO3 and its grain boundaries. We use a
multilayer approach to produce graded interface models for the
London dispersion interaction in complex nanostructured inter-
facial and surficial films.
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